
• 7М02303 -Western Philology

PURPOSE OF THE EDUCATIONAL 
PROGRAM

Preparation of masters with in-depth knowledge in the field of modern foreign 

philology of literature in accordance with the highest academic standards in a 

competitive educational environment, the formation of systematized 

knowledge in the field of linguistics, Western philology at the modern scientific 

level, the implementation of scientific research, design work. 

AREA OF PROFESSIONAL 
ACTIVITY

-scientific research and educational organizations;
-design organizations;
-mass media: newspapers and magazines, television, radio broadcasting, news 
agencies, Internet media and related information communication spheres 
(publishing houses, press services, advertising and PR-agencies);
- editorial and editorial board;
-in institutions of culture, administration and other areas of the social and 
humanitarian sphere;
-organizations carrying out professional translation and interpretation of works 
of art of Russian and Western literature;
-in literary and literary-art museums; 



LEARNING OUTCOMES 
(RO)

PO1 - carries out independent research activities;
PO2-correlates modern scientific concepts with their own linguistic and literary studies to 
solve urgent problems of philology;
PO3-formulates the main goals and the tasks arising from them for their own scientific and 
practical activities; 
PO4-evaluates the scientific and practical value of the tasks being solved in the field of 
philology;
PO5 creatively and critically comprehends philological information for solving scientific 
research and practical problems in the field of professional activity;
PO6 - independently analyzes, interprets and presents the results of research and practical 
work in accordance with the approved forms;
PO7-sets and solves, on the basis of available data, applied problems related to the use of 
language and literature in the processes of education, communication, management;
PO8 - uses the basics of verbal behavior in different areas
professional communication, in situations of prevention and
settlement of conflicts, creating an image of subjects and objects of communication;
PO9 - uses communicative, rhetorical, stylistic and
linguistic norms adopted in different areas of professional
communication in solving professional problems;
PO10 - professional knowledge applies methods of receiving and receiving 


